
The Stem Lab Pakistan

Here’s to excitement, joy, dynamism and learning as we welcome our students to the 
summer camp at Leo’s Workshop. Through these 3 weeks of hands-on activities based 
on science, technology, engineering and mathematics, we not only intend to engage 
students in STEM education but also help them develop a growth mindset and build 
critical thinking skills. Students participating in this after-school club will be able to 
draw authentic connections with the world around them through practical, fun and 
learning-oriented activities.

Looking forward to lots of exploration, innovation and meaningful learning, led by the students.

What’s included in the programme:
 Sensory STEM and motor skills 
 Introduction to electric circuits
 Creating non-Newtonian fluids
 Experimenting with safe chemicals
 STEM challenges & scavenger hunts
 Elephant toothpaste
 Smart electronics like a piano using buzzers with Arduino

Enrol your toddler in the fun-packed Mommy & Me Exploration programme which 
includes activities that will help your child grow, learn and develop! 

From learning how Vashti improvised and excelled in her art drawings by making a simple dot, 
to munching on all the food. The Very Hungry Caterpillar ate only to become a beautiful 
butter�y and ended up by diving deep into the sea to explore di�erent sea animals! 

What's included in the programme:
 Arts & crafts   Dance & music 
 Games & adventure  Fine motor & gross motor activities
 Sensory play   Language enrichment & development 
 Shapes & patterns  Yoga 
 Phonics    Math
 Story Telling  

Our Art and Drama Club sparks creative energy in learners by strengthening their thinking 
and learning while actively harnessing their curiosity, creativity, and imagination. Our 
variety of workshops allow children to practice age-appropriate skills, keeping key 
areas of the curriculum focused through visual and performing arts.

What's included in the programme:
 Storytelling   Pattern work 
 Symmetry of features  Art of breathing
 Acting out loud   Voice modulation
 Body movement  Fingerprint exploration

This fun �lled and exciting sports camp is designed to keep children busy in healthy 
physical activities that will improve their coordination skills, strength and stamina. 

What’s included in the programme: 
 Monday:  Gymnastics
 Tuesday: Football (Eye/Foot Coordination)
 Wednesday:  Taekwondo/Kickboxing
 Thursday:  Basketball (Eye/Hand Coordination)

Is the summer heat burning you out ? Is the summer homework stressing you out? 

Leo’s Workshop is offering a Homework Helpers Programme, which will helpchildren 
with their school homework, reinforcing the concepts following our concept-based 
approach and experiential learning strategies. 

Prep for School

Art and Drama

Physical Fitness

Homework Helpers by Leo’s Workshop

SUMMER CAMP 2022
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